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2020 Hosta Club List 
Be sure to order early as some quantities are limited. 

Minimum 5 per cultivar. 
 

Happy New Year! 
 

First, let me thank all the local hosta clubs that ordered our “Club” hostas 
last year.  Every year we try to find a group of new hostas that we offer to hosta 
clubs at a special wholesale price. Please order early as some hostas may be 
limited. We can send them bare root or in the pots, just ask about the best shipping 
times.   

This year we have several exclusive hostas for clubs that will not appear on 
other wholesale lists.  ‘Gabriel’s Horn’ a special yellow sport from ‘Gabriel’s Wing’ 
and will be only available to clubs this spring. Other club specials include ‘Green 
Thumb’, ‘Great White Whale’ and ‘TNT’. Clubs can also order off our wholesale 
lists, both liners and bare root plants as quantities allow.  

We are willing to work with you to make your next hosta sale a success, just 
let us know how we can help. Remember, most of these hostas will be pictured in 
the Club section of our Website, www.HostaHosta.com, in January.  

 The hostas listed below are sold as bare root divisions in multiples of 
five. They have been grown out to fill a one quart or larger pot, except minis. 
These plants have not and will not be divided. All prices are FOB Franklinton, NC 
and are shipped UPS. Your club will only be billed for the exact cost of shipping. No 
boxing or handling fees! All are guaranteed true to name and are nursery certified 
pest free.  

 

2020 Club List Offerings: 

‘Chili Fries’  
GHF Introduction 
Small. If you have had your fill of ‘Curly Fries’, now we also offer our new 
‘Chili Fries’ on our hosta menu. This dark green-centered sport has a narrow 
yellow margin and will make the same tight small clumps that you would 
expect. $18.00 



 
‘Church Mouse’  
Mini. This ‘Church Mouse’ isn’t for the back pew! Another sport from the 
Mouse series, the intensely wavy leaves and yellow margin bring variety to 
any garden or mouse collection. $8.00 
 
‘Fairy Dust’ 
GHF Introduction 
Mini. Our very bright yellow narrow-leafed mini holds that color all season 
with flush after flush of new foliage all summer. From ’Corkscrew’ and ‘Green 
Eyes’ it has good substance as well. Will add magic to any garden! $10.00 
 
‘Gabriel’s Horn’ 
Exclusively for hosta clubs. 
Very Large. This heavenly hosta is a gorgeous, all gold sport from the 
‘Empress Wu’ line. Absolutely beautiful in the spring with its glowing yellow 
foliage it also has a fast growth rate for a giant hosta. $25.00 
 
‘Green Thumb’ 
Exclusively for hosta clubs. 
Mini. Rounded, “mouse-like” green leaves with good substance make this 
hosta from Tony Avent a cute addition for any rock or mini garden. But 
maybe the best thing about this hosta is the purple flowers and scapes that 
truly makes it a collector’s dream. $20.00 
   
‘Great White Whale’ 
Very Large. This wonderful sport of ‘Humpback Whale’ from Andrew Torvinen 
makes a very large classic form mound of rounded leaves that sport a cream 
margin infused with just a little green. Leave plenty of room for this one. 
$20.00 
 
‘Heather Hill’ 
GHF Introduction 
Small. This special little hosta has shiny bright green heart-shaped leaves 
with clean white margins and good substance. Its tight flat mound is makes 
it a perfect border plant of showy container companion. $7.00 
 
‘Imperial Palace’   
Medium to large. This hosta is a striking light yellow-centered, green-
margined beauty that believe it or not is easy to grow. It makes a shining 
beacon in the garden if given some morning sun. I think this is one of Dick 
Ward’s best. $8.00    
 
 
 
 



‘Lemon Zinger’  
GHF Introduction  
Mini. ‘Lemon Zinger’ is my green-margined sport of the increasingly popular 
‘Dragon Tails’. Its wavy bright yellow leaves are outlined in dark green. It is a 
vigorous little mini, perfect in a pot. It just might be your cup of tea.  $8.00  
 
‘One Man’s Treasure’ 
GHF Introduction 
Medium. The beginning of all the great Green Hill Farm red hostas, ‘One 
Man’s Treasure’ is still to be desired! This medium hosta boasts purple 
scapes and seed pods as well as shiny leaves with reddish-purple petioles on 
both the front and back. $8.00 

‘Sandhill Crane’  
Small. This bright white-margined, very upright hosta has narrow leaves 
that fly heavenward. Very distinct, it gives architectural height to the mixed 
hosta container. $10.00 
 
‘Sunny Day’ 
GHF Introduction 
Medium. ‘Sunny Day’, chasing all the clouds away… this is a very happy 
hosta! It is also this hybridizer’s fantasy. It is the result of a backcross of a 
‘Tom Terrific’ sibling back to its purple-petioled parent. The result is a very 
upright medium-sized hosta with the vibrant yellow color of ‘Key West’ and 
rich purple petioles up into the leaf blade. I rushed this one to you, it is that 
good. $15.00 

‘Twinkle Little Star’  
Small. This almost mini new from Don Dean has just 4” leaves and stands 
only 8” tall. It makes a very tight flat mound of wavy very blue foliage that 
is folded into a star-shaped points. On the other hand, it looks a little 
prickly, too. Of all his great blue hostas this is my favorite by far.  $12.00 

‘TNT’ 
Large. This dynamite plant is a sport of ‘Paul’s Glory’. In the spring, the 
center is chartreuse and then changes to golden yellow. Great for that sunny 
area in the garden. $18.00 
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Questions? Give us a call or email! 919-309-0649 

HostaBob@gmail.com 
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